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Program Overview
• Introduction and Overview — Gillian Sproul
• Merger control in Europe: recent developments and proposals
•
•
•
•
•

Introduction — Eduardo Gambaro
EU and Italy — Massimiliano Pizzonia
Germany — Christoph Enaux and Lucas Wüsthof
Poland — Robert Gago
UK — Gillian Sproul

• Antitrust enforcement in Europe
•
•
•

Vertical agreements — Hans Urlus
New EU competition tool — Pietro Missanelli
UK — Gillian Sproul

• Closing and Questions
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Save the Dates
• Far East Region – Shanghai - March 16, 2021, 11:00 a.m. CST
• Far East Region – Tokyo – April date TBD
• February 16 - “GT Competition Currents in the Americas — 2020 Wrap-up and 2021 Preview”:
Click here to access the recorded program and materials.
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The review of the Market Definition Notice:
methodology and timing
• Market definition constitutes the first step of mergers’ substantial assessment and plays a key
role for the analysis of vertical agreements and abuses of dominant position
• In 1997 the European Commission (“EC”) published its Notice on the definition of relevant
markets for the purpose of EU Competition law, in order to “provide guidance on how the EC
applies the concept of relevant product and geographic market” (“Notice”)
• In 2020 the EC decided to review the Notice to reflect changing market dynamics, taking into
account: (i) legislative changes and recent case-law; (ii) EC and NCA’s practices; (iii) recent
academic literature and studies
• Evaluation Roadmap published in April 2020, followed by a Public consultation held between
June and October 2020 to which 86 stakeholders responded
• Results of the public consultation were published on 22 December 2020
• Potential update of the Notice in 2021-2022
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Main feedback from the Public Consultation (1/2)
• Stakeholders confirmed there is still need for a Notice providing clear guidance on product and
geographic market definition
• Concepts to be maintained include: the relevance of the three sources of competitive constraints;
the conceptual framework of the SSNIP test; the importance of relying on robust evidence; the
relevance of market shares as indicator of market power
• Notice to reflect digitization as a trend that affected the way markets work:
•

Multi-sided platforms (one market for each side or just one all-encompassing market?)

•

Alternatives to the SSNIP test for cases of services offered “for free”

•

Access to data as a key aspect of supply-side substitutability

•

Competitive constraints exercised by online retailers and marketplaces on traditional shops

•

Competition between products based on different technology (e.g. smartphones and computers)
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Main feedback from the Public Consultation (2/2)
• EC to provide further clarifications and give more importance to the concepts of supply-side
substitutability and potential competition
• Need to contemplate global markets (especially in the digital sector)
• As regards the process of gathering evidence, the EC should:
•

avoid unnecessary RFIs and rely more on third parties’ data than on internal documents

•

adopt previous decisions as starting point of the assessment

•

support consumers and competitors’ views, which might be biased, with other evidence

• Guidance needed on market shares calculation in digital markets (platforms, no price-services),
possibly using metrics such as number of users, time spent, amount of data
• Notice is broadly considered coherent with antitrust and merger instruments, EU Courts case
law and EU policies
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The new referral policy
• Every year few transactions which might have a competitive impact (including “killer
acquisitions”) are not subject to antitrust review because the jurisdictional thresholds at EU or
national level are not met
• In a speech on 11 September 2020 on “The future of EU merger control”, Commissioner
Vestager stated that, in order to extend merger control rules to such transactions, the EC plans
to start accepting referrals from national competition authorities of mergers that are worth
reviewing at the EU level – whether or not national thresholds are met
• The new policy will not be implemented “overnight” – by mid-2021, the EC will issue guidelines
on how and when such referrals will be accepted
• Commissioner Vestager ruled out that an amendment of the thresholds – such as the
introduction of a threshold based on deal value - would be an appropriate solution
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The new referral policy:
the current regime under Art. 22 EUMR
• Legal basis for referrals from Member States will be Article 22 of Reg. 139/2004 (“EUMR”)
• Under Article 22, one or more Member States may request the EC to examine any concentration
that does not have an EU dimension but affects trade between Member States and threatens to
significantly affect competition within the territory of the Member State or States making the
request
• Referral request must be made at most within 15 working days of the date on which the
concentration was notified, or if no notification is required, otherwise made known to the
Member State concerned
• Article 22 was adopted to enable Member States that had no national merger control rules to
refer potentially anti-competitive deals to the EC (so-called “Dutch Clause”)
• Under its previous policy, the EC discouraged referrals from Member States that had no
jurisdiction to review the transaction. Thus, the provision has rarely been used when the deal
was not notifiable in the referring Member State (see Sara Lee/P&G)
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The new referral policy: main takeaways
• Under the new referral policy, any transactions that threaten to significantly affect competition
within the territory of the Member State (or States) making the referral request could be subject
to review at EU level
• Even if the deal is not notifiable in any Member State, merging parties should assess whether the
art. 22 EUMR conditions are met – i.e. whether the transaction threatens to significantly affect
competition
• Parties should consider whether to inform the local NCA about the deal before closing
• Transaction documents should take into account the possibility of a referral (condition
precedent, long-stop dates)
• Clear and detailed guidance by the EC on the new approach is essential to prevent legal
uncertainty
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The new referral policy: open issues
• How should the notion of “significant effect on competition” under Article 22 EUMR be
interpreted?
• Under the current rules a request shall be made at most within 15 working days of the date on
which the concentration was “made known” to the Member State concerned:
•

given the vagueness of such expression, how should the parties determine the starting date of the referral
timeline?

•

should the merging parties always inform the NCA about the deal (even if thresholds are not met) or
refrain from providing information, thus remaining in a state of uncertainty?

• What happens if the deal is closed before the EC accepts the referral? Should the merging parties
be subject to fines for gun-jumping? Merging parties may be reluctant to close if there is a risk
that the deal is later referred to the EC
• How to deal with cases where one Member State refers the deal whilst another intends to review
the merger at national level?
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Simplification
• EC is attempting to address the critics to its current approach. Many practitioners stress that
RFIs and internal documents requests are too extensive and burdensome, often leading to
lengthy reviews
• In the 11 September 2020 speech, Commissioner Vestager informed that the EC is evaluating the
following changes to simplify the review process:
•

Further extending the scope of the simplified procedure, which currently applies to about three quarters
of the mergers notified to the EC

•

Reducing the amount of information merging parties are required to provide

•

Streamlining the assessment of mergers that do not qualify for simplified procedure

•

Cutting back on the pre-notification process (at least for straightforward cases)
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Reflection on the «substantial assessment»
• Companies and practitioners need more clarity on recent theories of harm developed by the EC,
not reflected by current guidelines (e.g. innovation, data)
• In the 11 September 2020 speech, Commissioner Vestager explained that the EC is «launching a
reflection» on how to improve the substantial assessment of mergers, acknowledging merger
rules need to adapt to a changing world
• The EC intends to review some recent decisions to evaluate if they «hit the target», checking
their impact on competition in the interested markets
• The EC will focus specifically on digital markets and industries which became more
concentrated
• However, there are no plans to draft new merger guidelines as the EC intends to wait for the
judgment of the Court of Justice in the pending Hutchison/Telefònica case
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Derogations to Italian merger control rules and «public
interest» reasons
•

Article 75 of Law Decree of 14 August 2020 n. 104/2020 introduced a temporary derogation to merger control
rules, applicable to transactions filed before 31 December 2020 falling under the jurisdiction of the Italian
Competition Authority (ICA)

•

The derogation applies to transactions, seen as in the «general interest of the national economy», which involve
companies (i) operating in labor-intensive sector; (ii) which recorded losses in the last three financial years; (ii)
incur the risk of ceasing their business, also as a consequence of the pandemic

•

If all the conditions for the application of the derogation are met:
•

The ICA will not be entitled to prohibit the transaction

•

The ICA’s powers are limited to imposing behavioral remedies, suitable to prevent the risk of price increase or
imposition of unfair terms to consumers, having regard to the overall sustainability of the transaction

•

The deal has to be approved within 30 days of the notification (so the Authority is prevented from opening a Phase
2 investigation)
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The Poste/Nexive merger
• On 22 December 2020, the ICA authorized, with behavioral remedies, the acquisition by the
Italian postal sector incumbent, Poste Italiane (PI) of its main competitor, Nexive, a deal falling
within the scope of the Art. 75 derogation
•

The ICA stressed that the target was the only effective constraint on PI, being the only other national
operator equipped with an end-to-end network. Thus, post-merger, PI will be a substantial monopolist in
few areas in the postal sector

•

To mitigate said concerns, the ICA imposed behavioral remedies, including extension of contracts with
customers and access obligations in favor of smaller competitors. Compliance with remedies will be
strictly monitored

•

The Autority stressed that, under ordinary circumstances, the deal would have likely been prohibited

•

The ICA also complained that, due to the strict timing which prevented the opening of an investigation, it
was not possible to assess in-depth the actual effectiveness of the proposed remedies
16
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Comments
• Not the first time Italy adopts derogations to merger control rules. In 2008 a similar legislation
was introduced to remove obstacles to the Alitalia/AirOne merger
• The legislations of other Member States, such as UK, Netherlands and France, provide for
derogations for «public interest» reasons
• In exceptional circumstances, such derogations may be appropriate to pursue public policy
objectives, such as addressing market failures and safeguarding jobs
• However, once monopolies or dominant positions are created, it may be complicated to restore
competition in the affected markets
• It is advisable (i) for NCAs to keep monitoring the affected markets and (ii) for legislator and
regulators to consider regulatory interventions to restore competitive dynamics
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What types of mergers does the FCO review?
•

Share and Asset Deals: Types of concentrations are: (i) acquisition of control, (ii) acquisition of at
least 25% or at least 50% of the target’s shares/voting rights, (iii) change of control acquisitions (e.g.
shift from sole to joint control), (iv) formation of JVs, and (v) minority shareholdings with control
rights.

•

JVs: Full-functionality not necessary: Establishment of non-full-functional JVs is notifiable even
if the JVCo is established as a mere SPV by two large investors (if turnover thresholds are reached).

•

Minority Shareholdings: The acquisition of at least 25% of the voting rights/shares in the target even without a change of control - may trigger a filing obligation.

•

Stockbuilding/multi-step transactions: acquisitions of shares staggered over time above the 25%
and 50% thresholds only count when the threshold is reached for the first time.

•

Containment of split-mergers: Several parts of a transaction are to be valued as a single merger if
they (i) concern the same companies and (ii) take place within a period of two years.

•

Domestic impact: Merger must always have a domestic impact. In JV constellations, domestic
activities of the parent companies in Germany are, however, sufficient.
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Recent changes of turnover thresholds
• Increase in domestic turnover thresholds:
Worldwide
(all parties)
unchanged
EUR ≥ 500 mn.
Unchanged
„Value of consideration“
threshold“

Domestic Threshold I
(at least one party)
Old
EUR ≥ 25 mn.

New
EUR ≥ 50 mn.

Domestic Threshold II
(another party)
Old
EUR ≥ 5 mn.

New
EUR ≥ 17.5 mn.

Irrespective of the Domestic Threshold II:
"value of consideration" ≥ EUR 400 million +
Target operates in Germany to a significant extent.

• Less filings for small /medium scale transactions: In the past, a filing requirement in
Germany existed simply because the transaction involved a powerful investor with large-scale
revenues and a target that generated turnover of just over EUR 5 mn in Germany. In the future,
the target must have achieved at least 17.5 mn turnover in Germany.
• IFRS-standards now accepted: German FCO now accepts turnover calculation based on
IFRS.
20
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•

What remains? Key Particularities of German
merger control

Few formal requirements: No Form CO with many attachments required; simple written filing with
description of the transaction is sufficient; FCO usually does not require any transaction documents

•

Short Phase I: No prenotification necessary, clearance of Phase I mergers will occur within 1 month of filing

•

Filing possible before signing: Filing possible as soon as transaction structure in terms of control
relationships has been agreed, precautionary filings also possible.

•

Publishing on FCO website: Short summary of the filing (parties, market, filing date) is published on the
FCO’s website - important for listed clients

•

Filing Fees: FCO charges filing fees based on economic significance of the filing and size of the parties.
For “bread and butter” Phase I filings, fees are usually between 5,000-10,000 EUR.

•

FCO has a “hands-on-approach”: Follow-up inquiries by the FCO are rare as long as the notification is
complete - especially with regard to control relationships on the acquirer side and precautionary marketanalysis.
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New approach to substantive test - Significant Impediment of the
Effective Competition (counterpart of Substantially to Lessen
Competition)
• Agora - independent media company, with nationwide daily newspaper and network of regional
and local radio stations, outdoor advertising and cinemas
• Eurozet (nationwide radio broadcaster)
•

Combined market share of merged entity [25-27]% on the national radio advertising market

•

Agora no. 5 and Eurozet player no. 2; Combined entity still No 2; RMF FM - player no. 1 – c.a. 40%
market share

•

Neutral or positive opinions of clients on merger

•

No harm to consumers resulting from deterioration of the quality

•

Two-sided market: No changes in listenership  no likelihood of market power increase on advertising
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The Polish Competition Authority (OCCP)
prohibition decision of 7 January 2014
• After 14 months of investigation the OCCP found SIEC on the following “innovative” grounds:
• Quasi-duopoly between two competitors: player no. 1 and merged entity (jointly [65-70%])
• Coordinated effects
•

Quasi-duopolists will “marginalize” other players

•

Limitation of supply of air time dedicated to ads in order to increase prices

•

Aggressive strategy of low prices to eliminate competitive radio stations

• Conglomerate effects (cross-media discounts by Agora)
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Defense:
• Merger will allow Agora to exercise higher competitive pressure on the market leader
•

Prohibition decision = petrification of leading position of RMF FM

Coordination is not likely – significant assymetry, no market transparency, no focal points, no tools
for retaliation strategy
Elimination is not possible
Other competitors include maverick player (state-owned radio broadcaster) and player having strong
position in other product markets
Demand for broadcasting licenses – exit of one player would cause entry of new one (low entry costs)
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Defense cont.
• No conglomerate effects:
•

Not sufficient market power in radio market

•

Different media are purchased independently (main criteria are effectivness of ads and costs of reaching
listeners)

•

No market practice of tied or bundled multi media advertising offers

•

Decisions on the allocation of budgets to particular media made by media houses and advertisers

• Procedural pleas:
•

Adoption of the decision in the course of negotiations on remedies, 2 working days from the
supplementary statement of objections rejecting the remedies proposal
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Duration of proceedings as a risk factor
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Nord Stream 2 - natural gas pipeline
• USD 57 M – procedural fine imposed on Gazprom for lack of cooperation (August 2020)
•

Gazprom has not provided the information requested by the OCCP (contracts between Gazprom and
entities financing Nord Stream 2)

• USD 7.8 B – fine imposed on Gazprom for gun jumping (October 2020)
•

Companies involved in Nord Stream 2 (incl. Gazprom) notified intention to create JV in 2015; after
statement of objection issued by the OCCP they withdrew application (in 2016)

•

The OCCP after 3 years found: circumvention of merger control rules: a joint venture requiring consent of
the OCCP was replaced with a set of financing agreements; by establishing a pledge on the stocks of Nord
Stream 2 the financing parties became “quasi” stockholders

•

Maximum amount of penalty – 10% of the annual turnover

•

USD 63 M fines for five other participating companies (Engie Energy, Uniper, OMV, Shell, Wintershall)
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Risk of unpredictability, discretion and bias?
• The President of the OCCP nominated by the Prime Minister
• Can be removed at any time
•

New Bill proposed to strenghten position of the President (introducing narrow list of situations justifying
removal from the post)

• Discretional powers of the President of the OCCP without statutory safeguards of bipartisan
assessment
•

Deterioration of due process standard; lack of transparency; excessive duration of the review

•

Ostensible justification; lack of comprehensive analysis of the substance, in particular of economic
evidence

•

Favoring national champions? (PKN Orlen/Polska Press)
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Topics
• Brexit
• The UK’s “voluntary, non suspensory” regime
• Statistics
• Enforcement themes in 2020
• What to expect in 2021
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Impact of Brexit
• 31 January 2020 – UK left the EU
• EU law continued to apply for another 11 months ending on
31 December 2020
• UK merger control regime operated by the CMA was
subject to the EU merger control regime “one-stop-shop”
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UK merger control – risks
Unusual regime administered by the CMA:
• Voluntary – No filing obligation for transactions meeting the jurisdictional thresholds, so
buyer can choose not to notify BUT cannot avoid call-in by CMA for mandatory review –
rigorous, time consuming
• “Non-suspensory” – legal completion can proceed without clearance BUT “hold separates”
are now routinely imposed to prohibit integration of acquirer and acquired business during
CMA review – lengthy, costly and seriously detrimental to deal economics. Experience:
increasingly strict enforcement and penalties.
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UK merger control – the share of supply test
• Test: the merger creates or strengthens a share of 25% or more of the share of supply of any
product or service in the UK or a substantial part of it
• Not a market share test; creates uncertainty; used by CMA to justify “voluntary” regime
• Creative use to establish jurisdiction:
•

Roche / Spark: Combined 25%+ share of supply of “UK-based employees engaged in activities relating
to novel non-gene therapy and gene therapy haemophilia A treatments (including pipeline treatments
at Phase II […] development) […] in the UK.” Also, 25%+ of UK patents for Hemophilia A products.
Cleared at phase 1

•

Sabre / Farelogix: 25%+ share of supply of “IT solutions to [British Airways, indirectly via its
codeshare partner American Airlines] for the purpose of [BA] providing travel services information to
travel agents to enable travel agents to make bookings”. reference to a single customer in the definition
arrowed down the scope of the product and increased the share of supply Blocked at phase 2. Appeal
pending
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Statistics
• Voluntary regime – low volumes – 5-year stable average of 60 cases p.a.
• COVID-19 temporary impact on deal flow: record low number of new CMA phase 1 reviews
• Increase in CMA intervention rate in last 2+ years:
•

Phase 1: 25% approx. referred to Phase 2

•

Phase 2: around 70% deals blocked, unwound or abandoned

• Over 40% of Phase 2 cases were completed deals, nearly 50% had not been notified
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Recent themes – elimination of disruptive or
nascent competitors
• Amazon / Deliveroo: online restaurant / grocery delivery platforms; acquisition of 16%
minority stake. Concern that this would prevent Amazon re-entry / deter competition between
the parties. Cleared unconditionally at phase 2.
• Takeaway.com / JustEat: online food platforms. Cleared unconditionally at phase 1.
• Illumina / PacBio: DNA sequencing. Provisionally blocked at phase 2, then abandoned. CMA
reliance on internal documents.
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Recent themes – vigilance around deals by Big
Tech
• Google / Looker: business intelligence tools. Concern about vertical foreclosure. Cleared
unconditionally at phase 1
• Facebook / Giphy: video clips / animated images. Pending phase 1 investigation. CAT appeal
over scope of IEOs
• Amazon / Deliveroo: see above
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Recent themes – platform businesses
• viagogo / StubHub: secondary ticketing exchange platforms. Concern: horizontal unilateral
effects. Divestiture of international ticket sales business following phase 2 review
• Crowdcube / Seedrs: crowdfunding platforms. Ongoing phase 2 review
• LiveNation / MCD: primary ticketing exchange. Concern: vertical foreclosure. Cleared
unconditionally at phase 2
• Sabre / Farelogix: see above
• Amazon / Deliveroo: see above
• Takeaway.com / JustEat: see above
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Recent themes – COVID
• JD Sports / Footasylum: sportswear retailers – blocked by the CMA, appealed to the
Competition Appeal Tribunal (CAT), which criticised the CMA for not sufficiently assessing the
impact of COVID on Footasylum – on appeal to the CMA
• Amazon / Deliveroo: initial CMA provisional decision to clear based on COVID effect but
ultimate decision was on different grounds
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Appeals
• Increasing numbers
• First appeal by CMA against own decision to block FNZ / GBST (platform merger)– application
to CAT to quash the decision, due to CMA market share calculation errors
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What to expect in 2021 due to Brexit
• Influx of cases previously subject to EUMR one-stop-shop – expect parallel investigations,
increased cooperation with other authorities but also divergence of outcomes
• CMA anticipates an additional 50 merger cases annually
• Increase in costs and demands on other resources for deal parties
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What to expect in 2021 – CMA policy / procedure
• Flexible use of share of supply test
• Routine use of hold separate orders and stricter enforcement - penalties for non-compliance
• Cautious approach to acquisitions by larger businesses of nascent or disruptive competitors, Big
Tech and platforms
• Significant focus on internal documents during reviews
• Penalties for failure to provide documents on time
• More appeals against the CMA’s increasingly assertive stance (e.g. on jurisdiction, hold
separates)
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What to expect in 2021 – new merger-related
regimes
• Firms with SMS (strategic market status) may be subject to a new mandatory, suspensory
merger regime with strict tests
• Introduction of new UK national security review regime – enforced by a separate body
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EU Vertical Competition Law || 2020 cases -1
• 2020 vertical decisions EU: Mondelez, Melia and NBCUniversal.
• Looking at the recent years the hot topics are:
•

RPM (Philips / Pioneer / Asus / Denon & Marantz)

•

Territorial restrictions (Nike / Sanrio / NBCUniversal / Mélia / Mondelez)

•

Adwords (Guess)

•

Selective distribution (internet/marketplace bans) (Pierre Fabre / Coty)
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EU Vertical Competition Law || 2020 cases -1
• Number of 2020 NCA cases EU (including UK) mainly focus on:
•

Price restrictions

•

Selective distribution

64

•

Exclusive distribution

37

•

MFN (parity clauses)

20

•

Other vertical

222

130
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EU Vertical Competition Law || 2020 cases -2
• Issues regarding price restrictions and selective distribution indicate parties are still i.e. trying to
deal with internet and platforms in distribution models
“I want to be on Amazon of course, but I do not want to
compete there with my distributors”
“My distributors are bidding against me for adwords
on my own brand, increasing my marketing costs”
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EU Vertical Competition Law || 2020 cases -2
• Dual distribution: vertical and horizontal; which prevails?
•

impacts information exchange

•

price coordination

•

horizontal cancels agency option
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EU Vertical Competition Law || policies -1
Where are the rules?
Hard core competition law

Regulatory (but also impacting vertical competition law)

•

Ancillary restraints

•

E-commerce sector inquiry

•

VBER / TTREG

•

Geoblocking regulation

•

101(3) TFE

•

Digital Services Act / Digital Markets Act

(bottom-up approach: protecting competition is done in the interest of the end-user/consumer)
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EU Vertical Competition Law || 2021 what is up?
• VBER expires May 31, 2022. TTBER expires April 30, 2026
• Focus on VBER, options:
•
•
•

Hard stop
Extension
Amendment
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EU Vertical Competition Law || 2021 what is up?
• Impact assessment Q4 2021; based on the consultation the market parties need the
predictability of a safe haven; and the odds favour the amendment scenario.
•

What should the new VBER deal with:
•
•
•
•
•

Less black and white
Dual distribution
More detail re active sales restrictions
Covering MFN clauses
Up-to-date approach to indirect restrictions
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EU Vertical Competition Law || 2021 what is up?
• What to expect:
•
•
•
•
•
•

RPM to remain a hardcore restriction
But at the same time room for an economic approach, efficiency defenses and guidance as to how to
implement the VBER logic under 101(3)
Dual pricing to be allowed to protect offline channels (if not already an ancillary restraint)
Selective distribution to be generally justified, not only for highly technical or luxurious products, and
with guidance as to the translation of brick & mortar standards to online (Question: can the Coty
marketplaces ban be justified for the expanded scope of selective distribution products?)
More clarity as regards the distinction between active and passive sales online
Dual distribution to be included in the block exemption safe haven, but with elimination of the horizontal
cartel risks.
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EU Vertical Competition Law || 2021 what is up?
• Uncertain: will (undisclosed) agents remain the easy way out to fix prices and allocate customers
(CEPSA case) supporting the argument that flash title does not make the relationship that of
distribution per se and thus introducing the RPM and customer allocation issues.
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EU Vertical Competition Law || 2021 what is up?
The big uncertainty also in the verticals
• Will a hard-core restriction always be a restriction by object?
•

Yes, always noticeable as per Expedia

•

Possibly, as per Cartes Bancaires, if there can be harm

•

Hardly, as per Hungarian Banks, i.e. only if the harm can be proven

• Increased focus on the real proof of the harm being established in a counterfactual analysis will
certainly not facilitate private enforcement of competition law in a vertical context.
• The additional burden of proof imposed by the ECJ will reduce the number of cases where
vertical competition law can be litigated between market parties before an authority decision.
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Overview
• June 2, 2020 EU Commission’s initiative for a New Competition Tool (“NCT”): main issues and
feedbacks
• December 15, 2020 proposal of the Digital Markets Act (“DMA”): main points and the new
market investigation tool
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The NCT intiative
• Identify competition problems which cannot be remedied by competition forces nor by existing
enforcement tool (Article 101 and 102 TFEU)
• Behavioral and structural remedies
• No finding of infringement, fines or private claims
• Legal basis: Article 103 combined with Article 114
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The NCT initiative
• NCT Inception Impact Assessment: 2 to 30 June 2020
• Public consultation: 2 June – 8 September 2020
• Discussion with NCAs
• Expert advice by academics
• Complementary to platform-specific ex ante regulation (i.e. Digital Services Act)
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Main feedbacks on the NCT initiative
• Over 200 contributions by stakeholders
• Need for predictability, legal certainty and binding deadlines
• Market-based NCT similar to UK Market Investigation Tool
• Welcomed by NCAs, including UK CMA
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The Digital Markets Act proposal
• December 15, 2020 - Proposal for a regulation of the EU Parliament and Council on contestable
and fair markets in the digital sector (Digital Markets Act)
• Legal basis: Article 114 TFEU
• Ex ante restrictions on a list of services provided by digital platforms qualified as “gatekeepers”
• Ensuring contestability of the market
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DMA’s scope of application
• Core platform services (Article 2(2)): list of online services
• Gatekeepers (Article 3): three stage test based on quantitative criteria (turnover, market value
and user reach) + qualitative criteria
• Self-qualification by platforms or Commission’s decision
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DMA’s obligations for the gatekeepers
• List of prohibited conducts (Articles 5 and 6) mostly reflecting previous competition cases
• Commission may update list of obligations
• Commission monitors compliance
• Duty to inform of any proposed M&A involving other core platform services or services in the
digital sector
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DMA’s new market investigation tool
• Commission’s market investigation for three purposes:
i.

identifying gatekeepers not satisfying quantitative criteria

ii.

identifying other core platform services or prohibited practices

iii.

imposing behavioral or structural remedies for systematic infringement
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DMA’s enforcement
• Commission monitors compliance (RFI, interviews, inspections)
• Interim measures and commitments
• Decision on non-compliance and fines (up to 10% of total turnover)
• Limitation periods, right to be heard, CJEU review
• Exemptions for overriding reasons of public interest
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DMA’s key issues
• Ex ante regulation + duty to open platforms as in telecommunication sector
• Market investigation tool less intrusive than NCT
• No enforcement powers for NCAs, only participating in the Digital Markets Advisory Committee
• Total harmonization (Article 1(5))
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Topics
• Anti-competitive agreements
• Abuse of market dominance
• Other enforcement tools
• Brexit
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Anti-competitive agreements – cartels
• Cartel decisions
•

Several investigations closed in 2020: price fixing, market allocation, information exchange

•

Sectors: estate agents, pharma, roofing materials, concrete drainage products

•

Penalties in each case totalling from £2m to £36m

•

Appeal against calculation of cartel penalty dismissed

• Director disqualifications on the increase
• No current criminal cartel cases
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Anti-competitive agreements – vertical
agreements
• Resale price maintenance cases: deals, threats, incentives offered by manufacturers/suppliers to
ensure retailers change above a certain price – decisions in musical instruments, fines ranging
from £1.5m to £4.5m
• MFNs imposed on insurance companies by comparison website – fine of £17.9m
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Anti-competitive agreements – what to expect
after Brexit
• UK competition law no longer subject to EU law, but no immediate divergence
• BUT UK has “onshored” current EU block exemption regulations, including verticals block
exemption – approach may diverge when new EU regulations are adopted in 2022 as UK will
determine changes to the onshored versions
• Parallel cartel investigations by EU, UK now a risk, but no EU dawn raids on UK firms
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Anti-competitive agreements – what to expect in
2021
• No immediate increase in cartel cases; larger cases expected in due course
• Continued focus on RPM, platform/MFN cases
• Continued increase in director disqualification
• Uncertain future for criminal cartel cases
• Further appeals
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Abuse of market dominance, market power
• Few cases – eg, pharma pricing, postal pricing
• What to expect – greater enforcement in relation to big tech, starting with CMA Digital Markets
Unit, in place April 2021
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Other enforcement tools
• Warning and advisory letters where some evidence of breach but not a CMA priority: expect
increasing numbers in 2021
• Market investigations – markets not working well – market-wide remedies can be imposed –
funerals case closed without full remedy package due to COVID but expect supplementary
investigation when conditions are more stable, possibly 2021
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Damages actions
• Follow-on – using prior decision finding infringement as evidence of breach; main issue is
proving loss – no reliance on new EU decisions
• Standalone – proving breach and loss
• Several cartel- and dominance-based cases, including class actions
• Considerable threat to business – no cap on damages as there is on penalties
• What to expect in 2021 – increasing volume of cases, clarification of key issues, e.g, class
certification
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